Town Services Comments

bad traffic on Riverside. Bad dust. no big development at JRP please. no big bathroom in center of
drainage not so good from 8th and Riverside East, closer to my residence now 1 block away
dust is the main concern
Enforce people to clean up their yards!
get a health clinic here, bring in large business, not art galleries.
hard water
I believe being able to walk and ride bikes around all parts of town, year round, should be a top
I really appreciate the effort the town has made to keep the river trail free of snow. I walk the trail
almost everyday and is really nice to have it plowed so quickly after a snowstorm.
Include a fall clean up (in addition to the spring clean up). More shade for the parks. Put more road
base on the river trail. Increase speed control traffic law enforcement and noise code enforcement.
Protect dark skies, reduce light pollution, and become a dark sky community. Maybe solicit feedback
from residents more often -- thanks for putting this survey out there.
keep sidewalks clear year round!
look at EWG water quality. Dolores is worst in MTZ County!!
low water pressure.
low water pressure. last board was bad!
My house on 8th & Hillside has a horrible drainage problem. There is a swamp downhill from the
sewer grate creating an access issue to my side gates. In the winter the snow is not removed and them
an ice rink forms once that starts to melt making access on Hillside very problematic. Dirt needs to be
moved from the area in front of the grate to the swampy area and alot (don't know how much) of
gravel needs to be dropped to rebuild the slope to the sewer grate. I'd be happy to speak with
Need better code enforcement
Services need to cover 5 or 6 days a week so that Fridays and Saturdays public facilities are maintained
like trash and bathrooms so they are not locked in the winter.
snow removal is a concern for this citizen
Susan Lisak has been doing the most fantastic job despite the huge obstacles thrown in her way by the
town of Dolores. She gives me hope my children could actually grow up here and have a good life.
The Town staff does a pretty good job maintaining Joe Rowell Park, and has improved snow removal.
Still need to get after weeds using some integrated Mgt including the use of appropriate herbicides
The water has a chemical smell and doesn't taste good.
trails as a service
Water does not run from streets into storm drains; dust on roads in summer gets really bad
We need an easier way to pay bills.

